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Suessive pairs of pseudo-random numbers generated by standard linear ongruential
transformations display ordered patterns of parallel lines. We study the ordered and
haoti distribution of suh pairs by solving the eigenvalue problem for two-dimensional
modular transformations over integers. We onjeture that the optimal uniformity for
pair distribution is obtained when the slope of linear modular eigenspaes takes the
value nopt = maxint(p/
√
p − 1), where p is a prime number. We then propose a new
generator of pairs of independent pseudo-random numbers, whih realizes an optimal
uniform distribution (in the statistial sense) of points on the unit square (0, 1]× (0, 1].
The method an be easily generalized to the generation of k-tuples of random numbers
(with k > 2).
Keywords: Modular transformations. Order and haos. Pseudo-random number gener-
ators.
1. Introduction
Consider the standard linear ongruential pseudo-random number generator
(see Ref.
1
for a review on pseudo-random numbers generation)
xt+1 = gxtmod p, (1)
with p = 231 − 1 and g = 75 = 16807 (also alled in this ase minimal stan-
dard
2
). It is well known that suessive pairs (xt, xt+1), normalized in the
interval (0, 1], show a pattern of parallel lines on the square S = (0, 1]× (0, 1] 3.
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This observation is even more general, sine this pattern is observed for all
pairs (xt, xt+l), with l = 1, . . . , p − 14. However, the number of parallel lines
over whih the pairs are distributed strongly depends on the value of l. For
instane, for l = (p − 1)/2, the pairs are distributed on a single line, while for
l = (p− 1)/2 ± 1 the pairs are distributed over so many parallel lines that the
pairs ould be onsidered as randomly lling the square S. This urious behav-
ior has been alled order (pairs distributed over a few lines) to haos (pairs
distributed over several lines) transition in Ref.
4
. This remark is of ourse very
important to establish the properties of those orrelations in pseudo-random
number generation whih are due to the lattie struture reated by the prop-
erties of the integer eld Zp = {0, . . . , p− 1} over whih map (1) is dened.
In this paper we analyse the pattern of parallel lines using the theory of
ontinuous bijetive transformations dened by unimodular 2×2matries 5 (also
alled in mathematial papers Continuous Automorphisms of the Torus, CAT),
whih we reall in Setion 2. We give a simple explanation of why the pairs are
distributed either orderly or haotially, by studying the dependene on l of
the slope of Linear Modular Eigenspaes (LME), after solving the eigenvalue
problem for CATs (see Setions 2 and 3).
By introduing appropriate probes of the uniformity of pair distributions
over the square S (Setion 4), we are able to guess the value of the slope of the
LME (and orrespondingly the value of l) whih gives the most uniform pair
distribution.
This study suggests the use of linear ongruential pseudo-random number
generators of the kind (1) to generate pairs of independent pseudo-random num-
bers, by appropriately hoosing the initial pair over the most uniform LME. We
exploit this idea in Setion 5, but we disover that the requirement of optimal
uniformity in the geometrial sense does not produe the best pair generator
in the statistial sense. Hene, we modify the pair generator by introdu-
ing a variation of the LME slope, whih produes a better randomization of
the suessive pairs. We ompare the uniformity of the generated pairs with
those obtained with a ommonly used pseudo-random number generator (ran0
in Ref.
2
).
In Setion 6 we draw some onlusions.
2. Modular transformations
Continuous bijetive transformations (isomorphisms) of the torus (the square
S = (0, 1] × (0, 1] with the opposite sides identied) are maps dened by uni-
modular (unitary determinant) 2× 2 matries A of integers 5,
(
x(t+ 1)
y(t+ 1)
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
x(t)
y(t)
)
mod 1 , (2)
where x, y are reals and a, b, c, d integers and the mod 1 operation means
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the frational part in (0, 1) of the real number. In this paper we restrit to the
study of periodi orbits, whose initial point, (x(0), y(0)) = (q/p, q′/p), is ratio-
nal, with ommon denominator p. These orbits are then equivalently generated
by the transformation
(
x(t+ 1)
y(t+ 1)
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
x(t)
y(t)
)
mod p , (3)
where x, y are integers belonging to [0, p−1] (the eld Zp), thanks to the mod p
operation.
Moreover, we restrit to prime values of p, whih allow for the existene
of orbits with maximal period p − 1. Let ∆ = (TrA)2 − 4, if an integer q =
0, . . . , p−1 exists suh that q2 = ∆mod p, then matrix A admits two eigenvalues
λ± = 2
−1(TrA± q) , (4)
where 2−1 is the multipliative inverse of 2 in the eld Zp. From these properties
we an diretly derive the equations for linear modular eigenspaes (LME)
y = n±xmod p , (5)
where
n± = −b−1(a− λ±) , (6)
and (x, y) ∈ Zp × Zp.
A 'primitive root' of p, is a positive integer g for whih the smallest value of
s suh that gs = 1mod p is s = p− 1. It has been observed 4 that ordered pairs
(gn, gn+l) in Zp × Zp with varying n = 1, . . . , p − 1 and the xed parameter l
hosen in the set {1, . . . , p−1} distribute orderly or haotially on the lattie
of points Zp × Zp depending on the hosen value of l. This result is relevant
for the understanding of orrelations in the generation of random numbers by
modular transformations of integers.
These ordered pairs an also be seen as suessive points over an orbit of
map (3) with initial value (gk, gk+l) (k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}) belonging to the LME
(5). Therefore, hoosing the value of l and the primitive root g is equivalent to
xing the elements of matrix A in (3) and the initial ondition, in suh a way
that the following onsisteny relation is obeyed
bgl − g + a = 0 . (7)
In this paper we propose to study the properties of the pairs, or equivalently
of the orbits of (3), as a funtion of the parameter n± whih xes the LME,
and we establish a relation of 'similarity' among these orbits after introduing
disrete rotations of the point lattie (Setion 3). This allows us to overome
a diulty enountered in Ref.
4
, where to the slightest variation of parameter
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l orresponded a drasti hange in the behavior of the orbit, from order to
haos and bak, with no apparent regularity in the hange. Using our approah
it is possible to lassify the dierent behaviors of the orbits aording to the
equation of the LME one p and g are given.
3. Linear modular eigenspaces
The study of LME equations (see formula (5)) as the parameter n± is varied
is useful to determine the graph of linear periodi orbits of a spei dynam-
ial system xed by the values of p and g. The value of n± varies in the set
{0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. Eq. (5) an then be rewritten as
y = n±x− hp , (8)
with h = 0, 1, . . . , n± − 1 and [hp/n±] + 1 ≤ x ≤ [(h + 1)p/n±]. This is the
equation of an ensemble of n± parallel segments, whose slope is n±. If n±
divides p− 1, then the number of points of the LME over eah segment is the
same. Periodi orbits over a LME ontain all points of the LME, but visit them
irregularly, jumping among the segments of the broken line (8).
Let us give an example. Consider the matrix(
3 1
2 1
)
, (9)
whose eigenvalues are λ± = 2± 2−1q, with q2 = 12. Let us onsider the prime
p = 13 and the primitive root g = 6. There are two values of q whose square is
12 in the eld Z13, i.e. q = 8 and q = 5; we hoose here q = 8 and then n+ = 3,
n− = 8, λ+ = 6 and λ− = 11, the latter being also primitive roots. Taking the
initial point on the LME, e.g. (x(0), y(0)) = (1, 3) one generates pairs whih
remain on LME, but jump among the 3 segments in whih the LME breaks up
(see Fig. 1); the orbit has period 12. With an orbit of the same period one an
obtain a more homogeneous lling of the point lattie.
The best one an obtain for these values of p and g is for n+ = 5. A possible
hoie of matrix A is obtained by the following proedure. First hoose a value
of q whih respets the ondition q2 = (a+ d)2 − 4; then, using equations
2(a+ n±b) = a+ d± q (10)
ad− bc = 1 , (11)
determine two of the elements of A in terms of the others (e.g. the diagonal
terms a and d). In our ase one obtains the matrix(
3 12
11 1
)
, (12)
whose eigenvalue λ+ = 11 (λ− = 6) with q = 5 (the other hoie of q with
respet to the previous example). In this ase, sine the prime p = 13 = 32+22
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Figure 1: LME (dotted line) and a periodi orbit on it for p = 13, g = λ+ = 6,
n+ = 3.
is the sum of squares, the square Sp = [0, p− 1]× [0, p− 1] is tiled by p squares
of area p (see Fig. 2), whih realizes the most uniform lling.
This reipe an be generalized to larger values of p whih are sums of squares;
the square of the diagonal of the tiling square is 2p and an be written in terms
of n+,
2p = n2+ + 1 , (13)
whih gives n+ =
√
2p− 1. This is the optimal hoie for uniform lling, but it
is valid only for spei values of p. In the following, we will nd a more general
rule valid for any p (see formula (18)).
Let us now introdue a 'similarity' relation among LMEs. We say that two
LMEs are similar if one an obtain a LME from the other by rotating it around
the point (p/2, p/2) (intended as a real number) on the square Sp. Let us
onsider the LMEs
y = mixmod p (14)
The similar LMEs are at most four, with (m0,m1,m2,m3) suh that m0m1 =
1mod p, m2 = p−m0 and m3 = p−m1. The LME with slope mi is obtained
rotating by ipi/2 the LME with slope m0. The proof of this property is trivial.
4. Uniformity probes:entropy and geometric index
In order to haraterize the distribution of the points of the periodi orbit on
the square Sp, and its variation with n±, we dene the 'entropy' of the periodi
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 but n+ = 5, whih realizes a more uniform lling of
S13 = [0, 12]× [0, 12].
orbit as follows. Let us divide the square Sp into square ells of side δ. Let Nk
be the number of points of the periodi orbit whih fall inside the k−th ell and
Tp = p− 1 the period. The entropy is
η = −
M∑
k=1
wk lnwk , (15)
where M = (p/δ)2 is the total number of ells and wk = Nk/Tp is the fration
of points of the orbit inside the k−th ell. To avoid the presene of empty ells
(ells without points of the orbit) in the homogeneous ase, δ must be hosen
suh that M = (p/δ)2 = Tp = p− 1, then δ = p/
√
p− 1. As a onsequene
0 < η ≤ ln(p− 1) . (16)
Another simple probe of homogeneity is the ratio of the sides, Lmax and Lmin,
of the elementary ell of the lattie of points formed by the orbit in Sp,
r =
Lmax
Lmin
. (17)
Then r ≥ 1 and the r = 1 ase orresponds to the most uniform square elemen-
tary ell (whih is reahed only for the primes whih are sums of squares). The
supremum value of r is rsup = p/
√
2, whih is attained when the points of the
orbit are all on a single segment (it is omputed by onsidering the nearest Sp
square).
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In Fig. 3 we show the dependene of η on n, the slope of the LME. The hosen
prime is p = 1999 and the primitive root is g = 3. The minimal entropy value,
whih is reahed when the points of the orbit are plaed on a single straight
segment, is easily omputed to be ηmin = 1/2 ln(p − 1) (equal to 3.799 . . . in
this ase) and is obtained when n = 1, 1998 (n = 1, p − 1 in general). The
maximal entropy value ηmax = 7.599 . . . is reahed for n = 45, 844, 1155, 1954;
these values are related through the similarity relation introdued in Setion 3.
It is remarkable that the homogeneity ratio r (see eq. 17) gives a perfetly
equivalent information, as shown in Fig. 4. We have veried that the agreement
between the two homogeneity probes gets better as the value of the prime p
inreases.
3.5
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Figure 3: Entropy of periodi orbits with p = 1999 as a funtion of n, also shown
with dotted lines are the maximal, 7.599 . . ., and minimal 3.799 . . . entropies.
Whih is the optimal nopt value orresponding to the highest homogeneity?
A simple heuristi argument suggests that it must be of the order of the side of
the elementary square δ = p/
√
p− 1. In fat, numerial experiments suggest,
with high degree of ondene, the following onjeture
nopt = maxint(
p√
p− 1). (18)
Fig. 5 shows the agreement of this onjetured value with the one determined
numerially. Of ourse, the similarity onditions relate this value with three
others.
5. Random number generation
One an use the transformation dened in (5) by the LME to generate reur-
sively points at random with oordinates (X,Y ) in the square S = (0, 1]× (0, 1]
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Figure 4: Geometri uniformity fator r for p = 1999 as a funtion of n. The
supremum rsup = 1413.506 . . . is reahed for n = 1 and for n = 1998 when the
orbit ollapses onto a segment. The supremum and the minimal r = 1 values
are shown by the dotted lines.
as follows
X(t) =
X(0)gt
p
mod 1
Y (t) =
glX(t)
p
mod 1 , (19)
one one has hosen the primitive root g and the value l suh that gl = n±.
X(0) ∈ Zp is the seed of the generator and an always be written in terms of
the primitive root X(0) = gt0 with t0 ∈ Zp.
In the previous setion we have found the value of n± (18), and onsequently
of l, whih, for xed g, gives the most uniform distribution of points on the
square S if the full orbit with initial value (X(0) = gt0 , Y (0)) is generated. We
want now to test whether the reursion (19) an also be used as an eient
generator of random pairs (X(t), Y (t)) with the appropriate hoies of g and
l. To test the eieny we have used a method reently developed in Ref. 6 to
haraterize ergodiity of tranformations of the plane into itself. These authors
introdue a random model where the square S is divided into N ells and then
points are thrown into the ells eah at a time with no orrelations. At eah
step t of the proess one has equal probability pi = N−1, of hoosing any ell.
One an then dene the probability distribution Pt(k) that k ells are oupied
at step t. The rst two moments of Pt(k) are omputed in
6
ρ(t) =
N∑
k=1
(kpi)Pt(k) = 1− (1− pi)t (20)
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Figure 5: Conjetured (line) and numerially determined (points) nopt as a
funtion of the prime p.
S(t) =
N∑
k=1
(kpi)2Pt(k) = 1− (2 − pi)(1− pi)t + (1− pi)(1 − 2pi)t . (21)
The rst moment ρ(t) is simply the density of oupied ells at step n and an
be approximated for large N as
ρ(t) ≈ 1− exp
(
− t
N
)
. (22)
The seond moment gives the standard deviation σ(t) =
√
S(t)− ρ2(t) at step
t.
In Fig. 6 we plot the numerially omputed deviation with respet to the the-
oretial result of the random model (21) for the random number generator (19)
with p = 231 − 1, g = 75 and the optimal value nopt (18) for the slope, together
with the deviation for a ommonly used random number generator, ran0
2
.
The ±σ(t) values are also reported and show that generator (19) systematially
overestimates the theoretial urve, while ran0 utuates statistially around
the theoretial value remaining within the ±σ(t) region.
Our generator (19) has therefore the tendeny to produe points on the
square S whih overll dierent ells with respet to the random lling. This
must be an eet of the temporal orrelations whih are present in (19) and
tend to distribute points on parallel straight lines. Therefore, we have modied
(19) imposing a variation at eah step of the slope of these lines. Hene, the
generator is hanged as follows
X(t) =
X(0)gt
p
mod 1
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Figure 6: Deviations from the theoretial urve of the density of oupied
ells in the random model for random series generated with map (19) (full line)
and ran0 (dotted line). The ±σ(t) · 103 lines are also reported (broken lines).
N = 106.
r(t) =
r(0)gt
p
mod 1 (23)
Y (t) =
r(t)X(t)
p
mod 1 ,
with the seed (X(0), r(0)) ∈ Zp × Zp. As previously, the seed an always be
written in terms of the primitive root (X(0) = gt0 , r(0) = gs0) with t0 and s0
belonging to Zp.
The randomization of the slope r redues the orrelations and now the gen-
erated random series falls within the error urves ±σ(t) (see Fig. 7), showing
the same quality of ran0.
Although we do not laim here that generator (23) might be ompetitive
with others, more widely used, random number generators, we are onvined to
have revealed an important feature of modular generators, i.e. ell overlling
tendeny. The reipe we have proposed to balane this eet is not be unique
and other solutions are ertainly possible.
6. Conclusions
We have studied the geometrial properties of the orbits of modular trans-
formations on integers. We have solved a puzzle proposed in Ref.
4
related to an
order to haos transition as a parameter of the transformation is varied by
showing that indeed the true ontrol parameter is the slope of linear modular
eigenspaes; we have then determined whih of the values of this latter ontrol
parameter give an ordered (i.e. distributed over a few segments) or haoti
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6 where (19) has been substituted by (23).
(i.e. spread over the lattie) orbit by looking at uniformity probes.
Partiular attention has been devoted to uniform (haoti) orbits, whih
we have haraterized using entropi and geometri parameters. Moreover, we
have veried that, during the time evolution, the most geometrially uniform
orbits do not orrespond in general to the most statistially uniform, as dened
through a spei model introdued in Ref.
6
.
With the aim of generating statistially uniform orbits we have introdued
a new generator of pseudo-random pairs, where the slope of the linear modular
eigenspae is varied during time evolution. The reipe we propose to generate
pairs (X,Y ) of pseudo-random real (32-bit oating point) numbers with uniform
distribution in the square S = (0, 1]×(0, 1] is by following reursion (t = 0, 1, . . .)
X(t) =
X(0)gt
p
mod 1
r(t) =
r(0)gt
p
mod 1 (24)
Y (t) =
r(t)X(t)
p
mod 1 ,
where p is a prime (e.g. the typial value p = 231 − 1), g a primitive root
(e.g. g = 75 = 16807) and the seeds X(0), r(0) are integers from 1 to p − 1.
The omparison of this generator with others ommonly used is enouraging, as
far as the uniformity properties are onerned. The method an also be easily
extended to generate k-tuples of random numbers in k-dimensional spaes.
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